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Along with the rapid development of China's economy, mobile phone have 
been a necessary commodity for people. Many new brand and technologies occur, 
and the market growing in high speed. Like 3G, intelligent OS, they cause 
revolutions in the market. View from both sides of the brand competition and market 
structure, there are more different characteristics and trend.  
Listed Company-- ‘B’, was the famous cell phone manufacturer in China, but 
faced serious financial problem in year 2009. To avoid bankrupt, the local 
government tried hard to reform to maintain the brand ‘A’. The brand “A” and the 
cell phone business were sold to a new company. Almost all venders were suffered a 
lot in that period. Our question is how to motivate the venders to support the new 
company with the old brand “A”. The supplier management must be a difficult work 
in the period. 
This paper firstly introduces the characteristics of different life cycle of 
companies, and briefly introduces the concept of reforming. Then describes the 
supplier management theory, concept, significance and the necessity of supplier 
management, and introduces the basic content of supplier management and theory of 
supplier selection and evaluation. 
After detailed analysis and summarizing of the status of supplier management 
when reforming, this paper conclude through the theories, and find out the root 
problem of supplier management of brand ‘A’. 
At last, according to the problems mentioned before, creating and practice the 
improving solutions, which is tailored designed for the reformed new company.  
During the writing process, we are exactly practise the improving ways actually. 
Wish this paper could be a useful reference to those companies, who may face the 
similar problems. 
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